
Fa s t i n g  & Pray e r

IMPORTANT

If you are suffering from a medical

condition (e.g. diabetes), it is

strongly recommended that you

consult with your home doctor prior

to engaging in any form of fasting.

INTRODUCTION

        Faith needs prayer for his

full growth and development,

prayer and fasting is required

for the same reason.”

- Finnis Jennings Dake

DEFINITION

Biblical fasting is the

voluntary abstinence

from food for a specific

spiritual purpose.

A Biblical fasting period always results in very positive

spiritual results. Below are some tips about fasting –

how, when, how long etc. Fasting is difficult for the

human body – but if done correctly it is a wonderful

experience for the serious Christian and brings with it

wonderful results. The idea is solitude with God – no

TV, internet or anything that distracts one from

attending to the Word and prayer.

MORE ABOUT



To inquire about God’s will pertaining to a situation – Judges

20:26-28

Spiritual preparedness to overcome temptation – Matt. 4:2 and 3

Humility before God – Psalm 69:10

When in danger, for protection and deliverance – 2 Chron. 20:3,

Ezra 8:21-23 2

Fasting is a type of worship – Luke 2:37, Acts 13:2 and 3

Because we are concerned about the work of God – Neh. 1:4

Fasting manifests our commitment to God to the exclusion of all

Fasting crucifies the appetites in order that all available time can

be given to prayer
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POSITIVE RESULTS –

BIBLICAL EXAMPLES

A nation is saved from extermination – Est. 4 (especially v. 16)

The city of Nineveh is spared God’s judgment – Jonah 2 & 3

(especially 3:7-8)

Evil spirits were cast out – Matt. 17:14-21

The will of God is revealed – Acts 13:1-4

Leaders are appointed by means of fasting and prayer – Acts 14:23
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WHY DO WE FAST?

WHEN DO WE FAST?

When the Spirit of God leads us – Luke 4:1-2

When I, as an individual have the need – Matt. 6:16-18

When the church as a whole is called to fast and pray – Joel 1:14

and 2:15 and 16
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FASTING IS NOT:

A diet or hunger strike –

it is a very specific

spiritual practice with

profound spiritual

implications!

An opportunity to brag

about your spirituality –

when you fast, the Bible

teaches us to do so

privately and as

unobtrusively as

possible. Matt. 6:16-18

Read Isaiah 58 where

God Himself explains

what He considers to be

true fasting. Matthew

6:1-8, 14-21 is also

important.

FASTING and PRAYER

ALWAYS go together!
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Fasting brings fresh revelation of God’s will

– Dan. 9:2, 3, 20-22, 10:1-3; Acts 27:21-24,

10:9-11

Fasting humbles us – Psalm 69:10

Fasting can be part of spiritual warfare,

and according to Isaiah 58:6 free the

oppressed

Fasting may avert God’s judgment – Jonah

3:5, 9-10

Fasting helps you to show your body who

is boss – 1 Cor. 9:27, 6:13-20 3

VARIOUS METHODS OF

BIBLICAL FASTING

HOW LONG SHOULD I  FAST?

BLESSINGS OF FASTING

Normal fasting – abstaining from all food

(i.e. solid and liquid foods) – but NOT from

water – Matt. 4:2

Total fasting – no eating or drinking at all –

Acts 9:9 (maximum period: 3 days!)

Partial fasting – “I ate no pleasant food, no

meat or wine came into my mouth.” –

Daniel 10:3 (Some Christians call this a

fruit and /or vegetables fast or a Daniel

fast.
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NOTE: Your motives and attitude in the fast,

not the particular food you consume or don’t

consume, is important. Whether you’re just 

on carrots or juice is not important to God.

COMMENTS

The ideal is to separate yourself with a Bible,

notebook and pen. “Setting yourself apart”

means removing yourself from factors that

will distract you, e.g. telephones, children and

noise.People who are unable to seclude

themselves can fast, and still meet their daily

obligations (remember Daniel in his palace

duties while fasting (Daniel 1 & 10). A partial

fast is the answer here.

Father God has no pleasure in seeing you

punish yourself, but in the attitude of your

heart (Isa. 58:3-12). You can please God more

by fasting a single meal than fasting three

days without water with the wrong motives

and wrong heart attitude.

Normal fasting: minimum period: 1 meal.

Maximum time: 40 days for a normal fast

(water only) If you want to fast longer

than 7 days it is advised to consult a

medical doctor. 

Total fasting: minimum period: few hours.

Maximum period: never more than 3 days!

Partial fasting: as per normal fasting.
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Do NOT fast if you are on medication or ill!
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Start with a partial fast of one or two days

Fast AND pray!

Prepare your body beforehand if you are going to fast for longer than a day by:

Discontinuing the use of coffee and tea for 2 or 3 days before the fast. It appears that

caffeine causes headaches.

A partial fast consisting of e.g. soft fruit juices (just beware of too acidic juices or

vegetables) for 2 or 3 days beforehand will also help your body to prepare too engage in a

regular or complete fast.

Experience has shown that abstaining from meat, dairy and sweets (sugars) a few days

before a regular or complete fast is also conducive to a physical problem-free fast.

How do I break a fast (a fast of longer than a day)?

Start with small amounts of food (e.g. vegetable soup)

Eat slowly, small portions, chew properly, exercise self-control!

Stop eating when you start experiencing signs of discomfort. Only resume eating once the

discomfort disappears.

Because your body is not receiving food to convert into energy, you will probably get cold

faster and experience weakness in your muscles. Your breath may start to smell unpleasant as

well as your body odor. With longer fasting periods your tongue may turn white, your body

will start burning your fat and later even your muscles – all to obtain energy for the vital

body functions such as brain, heart and lungs. Long fasting periods may lead to radical

weight loss. That is why the Biblical prescribed maximum period for a fast is 40 days. Worldly

hunger strikers usually continue living for no longer than 60 to 70 days.
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Your real “food” during a period of

fasting is PRAYER AND THE WORD

(Matthew 4:4). If you neglect

prayer and the reading of

Scripture you are not participating

in Biblical fasting. Without the

right motive (see point number 2)

you will not experience blessings

but merely pain and discomfort.

A Biblical correct fast is one of the

most blessed spiritual activities in

which a person can get involved!

PRACTICAL TIPS

FINALLY


